
The
GREAT 1976
SWINE-FLU

CAPER
DID THE U.S. GOVERNMENT DELIBERATELY INJECT DISEASE
TOXINS INTO THE BLOODSTREAM OF MILLIONS OF ELDERLY
AND ILL CITIZENS?

HAS THIS BEEN AN ATTACK ON OUR FELLOW AMERICAN
CITIZENS WITH INTENT TO MAIM AND MURDER?

A PLAN FOR "MASS MURDER?"
Dr. Archie Kalokerinos, a noted Australian physician with extensive experi-

ence with flu vaccines in Australia, told an audience of doctors in Los Angeles
in September of 1976 that the U.S. Government's swine flu immunization pro-
gram was "A plan for mass murder." Dr. Kalokerinos had written a book on his
findings in Australia that flu vaccine was killing half the babies in his district!

THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. MORRI.S
Dr. J. Anthony Morris, the government's most experienced flu researcher has said,

"The swine flu is not contagious and is not a killer." He warned that the vaccine could
induce greater diseases and, "We can predict that more and more tragedies related to
the vaccine will come to light." He called the inoculation program a "potential virulogical
nightmare."

When Dr. Morris released a public warning to the Washington, D.C. newspapers in
July, 1976, government agents entered his laboratory, killed all animals he used in vaccine
research, destroyed the vaccine research records of him and his staff and fired him!

The government then went ahead with the mass inoculation program, lying to the
American people and saying there was "No evidence the vaccine was dangerous."

For a brief picture of how well they carried out their attack on the American people,
read the pages that follow:



FIRST - THEY FRIGHTENED THE PEOPLE WITH "SCARE" STORIES OF H1MINENT DEATH FROM SOME "NEW" DI
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THE ABOVE IS ONLY A TINY SA~1PLE
FOR OVER SIX MONTHS ALL OF AMERICA WAS DELUGED WITHDAILY NEWSPAPER ARTICLES, TELEVISION NEWS, RADIO SPOTS,

FEATURE ARTICLES IN MAGAZINES, ETC" IN A PROPAGANDAEFFORT UNPARALLELD OUTSIDE OF RED COMMUNIST COUNTRIES.THEIR LIES WERE SO FRIGHTENING THAT MILLIONS LINED UP
THE FIRST WEEK TO GET THE FLU SHOTS,EVEN WHEN PEOPLE BEGAN TO DIE, THE SCARESTILL PROVED SO POWERFUL THAT THIRTY MILLION
GOT SHOTS AEIERTHEY KNEW SOME DIED FROM THE

PROPAGANDAAMERICANSVACCINE,



AFTER THE PROGRAM WAS UNDER WAY} THEY SCARED THEM INTO THINKING THERE MIGHT NOT
BE ENOUGH VACCINE TO GO AROUND. FRIGHTENED PEOPLE LINED UP BY THE MILLIONS!!

BELOW ARE JUST TWO EXAMPLES OF THE "SCARCITY" PROPAGANDA USED ALL OVER THE U.S.

ONECANBACKUP AS SAFE." Dr. Herrmann, speaking
of the U.S. officials in H.E.W.: "They've lied from the
beginning because they said it's effective and they have no
evidence of that. None of these people (in the tests) were
ever infected by influenza virus--so they never proved

THEYLIEDTOTHE PEOPLE effectiveness."
I=-,'~~' ~~C'-_~--- -~~-~--~ ~~------- -- .---- -----~- --•._.-~ - -- ---Dr .-Hubert--Ratner,-a-Chicagu-area-irealthoffic1aIIDl' 2S
i The evidence that the "swine flu epidemic" was a total years: "The vaccine isn't any good...The CDC knows it,

hoax, and that the vaccine itself not only is useless but and we know it."
actually i!lfects ~eop~e with other di~eases, is so Dr. Cyril Wecht, chief medical examiner, Allegheny
overwhelmmg at thIS pomt that we can amve at no other County, Pa., who performed autopsies on 3 victims: "The
conclusion than that THIS WAS A WELL-PLANNED government is doing everything possible to make sure there
ATTACKON THE HEALTH AND LIVESOF MILLIONS are some cases labeled swine flu to justify their massive
OF AMERICANS. immunization program and the catastrophe associated with
We have files and files of statements by trustworthy it...People should have been advised to ask their doctor if

people, but space is limited, so here are a few: the shots were safe for them, especially if they'd had heart
Dr. J. Anthony Morris, 2S years of experience testing attacks or high blood pressure--but this was not done."

long-range effects of vaccines for the U.S. Bureau of Dr. Charles Stuart-Harris, a virologist at the University of
Biologics: "The people who initiated the program used a Sheffield, England, Medical School with long experience
man-made virlls to produce the vaccine. We don't know with flu vaccines: "The only persons it [the dose given in
ANYTHING about it--yet they indiscriminately began America] could even possibly protect are those who've
pumping this POTENTIALVIROLOGICALNIGHTMARE already been exposed to swine flu and have built up partial
into the arms of 40 million innocent Americans. We're immunity to the disease." In other words--the vaccine
already seeing examples of what tragic things can happen couldn't protect 99% of those who got it!
as a result. Even worse, we can predict that more and more Dr. Arthur Chanin, veteran Los Angeles Pediatrician,
tragedies linked to this vaccine are waiting in the wings." "The American Academy of Pediatrics has never
(Dr. Morris was fired by the H.E.W. in July of 1976after he recommended immunizing children routinely. The cumula-
issued a public warning that the vaccine was unsafe!) tive effects of repeated flu injections is not known and may
Dr. Ernest C. Herrmann, Jr., professor of microbiology not be known for decades." After more warning of the

at the University of lllinois: "We have a vaccine which NO danger of the flu vaccine, he further stated what many other



doctors have admitted, "As we in the medical practice 
know, the flu is NOT a killer." (Yet the U.S. officials 
continually released warnings that tens and perhaps 
hundreds of thousands could die from the swine flu--it was 
a deliberate lie!) 

Dr. Archie Kalokerinos, Australian physician who 
wrote a book on how mass immunization programs in 
Australia killed one-half of the Aborigine babies: 
"Immunization can cause sudden death. They say the 
serum [the swine vaccine] has been tested. I say that is 
bunk and my beliefs are backed by companies making the 
drug who refuse to sell it unless the government insulates 
them against death and damage claims." Dr. Kalokerinos 
further stated that every undernourished or ill person 
would be especially susceptible to injury or death from the 
vaccine, and said inoculating individuals without a prior 
physical examination made the program "a plan for mass 
murder." (As readers know, it was exactly the old and the 
ill who were urged to get the shots by government and 
news media!) 

 

Congressman Larry McDonald (D.-Ga.), who is a doctor: 
"Certain elements are trying to make this thing look like 
we're in imminent danger, when the truth is that no proof of 
swine flu being passed from person to person exists" (i.e., 
it is NOT contagious!). 

THINK ON THIS! If the swine flu is not contagious, then 
the program was not needed for immunization--and if the 
program was not needed to save the people from swine 
flu--WHAT WAS THE PROGRAM FOR? 

The answer, horrendous as it may sound, has to be that 
THE WHOLE PROGRAM WAS PLANNED AND CARRIED 
OUT TO GET SOMETHING ELSE IN THE BODIES OF AS 
MANY MILLIONS OF AMERICANS AS POSSIBLE. There 
is no other rational answer. 

Death and paralysis of the victims proves "nerve 
damage," and nerve damage means BRAIN DAMAGE--
and all communist governments use vaccinations to inject 
"mind-control" drugs into their slave populations. IS IT 
POSSIBLE SOMETHING LIKE THAT HAS NOW BEEN 
DONE TO THE 40,000,000 AMERICANS? 

GOD ALMIGHTY WARNED US OF THE WICKED 

High officials in the executive branch of the U.S. 
Government have been betraying the American nation an 
its citizens to the Red communists for over 40 years. Many 
millions of Americans know that. Yet many of those same 
Americans just cannot believe the same officials could carry 

out plans to injure and kill them in their own country. 
But God's Word warns us that the wicked are so wicked 

they CANNOT be trusted in or with anything except to do 
evil! 

Wise king Solomon wrote of the wicked that they rejoice 
to do evil [Proverbs 2:14], and in chapter 4 he wrote, For 
they sleep not, except they have done mischieff• and their 
sleep is taken away, unless they cause some to fall [vs. 16]. 
Men who are wicked enough to betray their own nation are 
wicked enough to suffer from insomnia unless they can 
figure out some way to hurt other people. 

This is what we are dealing with here--men so devoid of 
conscience that they enjoy planning the deaths of other 
people. 

 

God Almighty told His People in Lev. 16:17 that if they 
disobeyed His Laws, they that hate you shall reign over 
you. Jesus said in the great tribulation the antichrists would 
afflict and kill Christians. Is it possible the inoculation of 
disease is part of this fulfillment? The men and women who 
carried out this "hoax" are not Christians but are 
antichrists according to 1 John 2:18-23 and other 
Scriptures. 

Seventy years ago there was exposed in Europe a 
document called "The Protocols." It set out a plan for the 
conquest of all nations by the Jews. One part of the plan 
was to bring calamities upon the nations, including "THE 
INOCULATION OF DISEASES." The government agencies 
and news sources that promoted the vaccination program 
with lies and panic are Jewish or Jewish-controlled—AMA, 
HEW, CDC, FDA, President's Cabinet, ABC, CBS, NBC, 
UPI, UPS, most daily newspapers, slick magazines, 
columnists (e.g., Ann Landers), and national news 
broadcasters. Many will recognize this was a planned attack 
on the non-Jewish population by the Jews. God warned our 
People in Lev. 26:17 that if we turned from His Word and 
His Laws, they that hate you shall reign over you. Are the 
Christian-haters ruling America? 

May God's People, called by His Name (Christians), 
humble themselves, and pray, and seek His Face, and turn 
from their wicked ways, that He may hear from heaven, and 
forgive our sin, and heal our land, in Christ, 

Pastor Emry 
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